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Ladies and gentleman! Welcome to our carnival! Build rides and stalls, but don’t get mad or 
you will go bankrupt!  

 

Game Goal 
The game lasts for 20 rounds where you roll the dice and decide which actions you want to 
do with your carnival. Achieve points by building new rides and stalls for your carnival and 
attending the crews, keeping an eye on new prototype rides and their maintenance. 

 

Components 
- 1 Sheet and pencil 
- 2 different colored D6 dice 
- 6 white D6 dice 

 

Set up 
Place your sheet in front of you, and take both colored dice, and a white dice. Put aside the 
other 5 dice. 

The white dice are going to be “construction dice” 

The colored dice are going to be the “stalls dice” and “staff dice”.  

 

The attendance 
One of the main reasons you build a carnival is to have guests. If you have no guests, 
anything makes sense. When you build a new ride, guest would like to come to ride it. 

A guest in your carnival is drawn with an X inside any box of your carnival area (at the 
beginning, you have 1 guest). For every guest on your carnival, you must mark a box at the 
attendance area to keep track of the number of guests in your carnival. 

The attendance area has 6 rows with 10 spaces for guests, and a column for the ticket 
vendors. Every ticket vendor can attend up to 10 guests (a full row of the chart). If at any 
point you have (or want) to put more guests in your park but you don’t have vendors, you 
must stop drawing guests in your park and wait until you have more vendors. 

At the end of round 20, you can crowd your carnival with guests, but only those fitting with 
the number of vendors will count towards the score. 

 

 

How a round works 
To start a round, roll both colored dice, and many construction dice as the number of 
constructors you have on your carnival (at the first round, this number is one). Every dice 
has an action attached to it. On every round, you must do 1 or 2 of the three actions 
available. If you cannot do any action, you gone bankrupt and lost the game. 

 

Hire staff 
This action uses a colored dice. Add one more staff of the matching number on your sheet 
drawing an X on the next available space from left to right. At the beginning you have 1 staff 
of every kind. 



If you hire somebody with your first action, you can use their abilities after doing your 
second action. 

Ticket booth (1 or 2): Sells tickets for your carnival. Allows to enter to your carnival 10 
people. When hiring a ticket vendor, also mark the next available box from left to right at the 
ticket booths from the “attendance section”. 

Mechanic (3 or 4): Keeps your rides running. Allows you to have 4 rides in your carnival. 
When hiring a mechanic, also mark the next available box from left to right at the mechanics 
row from the “rides section”. 

Constructor (5 or 6): Builds new rides for your carnival. Allows you to roll one more 
construction dice (if you hired him, roll now this extra dice). 

Investor (5 or 6): Looks for new rides on the market. Allows you to build better rides (see 
Building rides). 

 

Building stalls 
This action uses one colored dice. Build a stall marking the box with the matching number of 
your roll. If it’s your second stall of this kind, mark the other box with the same number. You 
can have a maximum of two stalls of every kind.  

The blueprint for your first stall of every kind is one square. The blueprint for the second stall 
of every kind is two orthogonal squares. All stalls must be drawn following the rides building 
rules (see “Building a ride”). To mark the stalls, stripe the boxes. 

Stalls will give you points at the end of the game. 

 

Building a ride 
This action uses your construction dice, and takes several steps as follow: 

1) Choose a ride from the catalog to build. You can choose a ride of a level equal or 
lower to your investors (at the beginning, you can only build level 1 rides). 

2) Check if you have enough constructors. You need at least the same amount of 
constructors (dice) as the big squares of the blueprint (A big square is formed by 4 
small squares). 

3) Draw the shape of your rides blueprint inside your carnival area. The ride must fit 
inside the perimeter, and must not overlap with existing rides or with guests. If you 
cannot draw the blueprint, choose another ride.  

4) Check if your guests can arrive to your ride. If there are no guests close to you ride, 
you must draw guests until you have a continuous line of guests from your carnival 
entrance to your ride. If after drawing guests you cannot met this requirements, 
your ride has no interest for your visitors because is too far from the party center. 
Divide by half the ride score (step 6). 

5) Check if your mechanics can attend your new ride. If after drawing the blueprint you 
have more rides that the ones you can attend, this means that your rides are not 
going to be safe, and your reputation will drop. Divide by half the ride score (step 6). 

6) Calculate your ride score. Choose the number of dice matching your blueprint (for 
the level 1 use 1 dice, for level 2 rides use 2 dice, etc.). Sum the numbers of your 
selected dice, add your ride bonus points, and apply any penalty detected at steps 4 
and 5 (penalties accumulate).  

 

After calculating your ride score, write down your scoring at the rounds track.  

If you did not build a ride this round, write 0pts for this round. 

 



Final scoring 
After round 20 ends, it’s time to check your final score. 

Guests field 
Fill your park with guests. To do so, mark every blank space with a guest if they can reach 
that spot (it is possible that your ride layout causes blank spaces where any guest can 
arrive). Now it does not matter if your vendors can attend them or not.  

Count how many guests has your park, and fill your attendance chart with these new guest. 
Now, check how many of those guests can be attended by your vendors. Every attended 
guest gives 1pt; up to 60pts. 

 

Stalls field 
For every type of shop built receive 1pt if you have 1 stall, or 3pts if you have 2 stalls. Types 
bonus up to 18pts. 

For sets of different stalls, receive 5pts for the first set of 4 different stalls and 10pts for the 
6-set. Also, receive 10pts for a set of 4 different stalls with two stalls each, and 20pts for the 
6-set (This means you built all 12 stalls). Sets bonus up to 45pts. 

All bonus points are accumulative. 

 

 

This example player scores 3pts for cotton 
candy, 1pt for hot dogs, 3pts for fries, 3 
pts for hamburguers, 1 pt for drinks and 
3pts for popcorn; a total of 14pts. 

Also has bonus points for sets. 5pts for a 
set of 4, 10pts for a set of 6, and 10pts for 
a set of 4 with double stalls (cotton candy, 
fries, hamburger and popcorn); a total of 
25pts. 

The final score for stalls is 39pts. 

 

Final score 
Sum all your points for your rounds track, plus the stalls and guests’ points.  

 

Bankrupt - 50   May I introduce you Monopoly? 

51 - 100  Slides & Caroussel lover 

101 - 150  Thrill seeker with some ambitions 

151 - 200  Average person who dreams on owning a carnival 

201 - 250  Rides expert without money to invest 

251 - 300  Carnival chairman 

+301    You’re a true tycoon 

 

 

 



Challenge version 
In order to play a more challenging version, introduce the next changes on your gameplay: 

¾ At the beginning of the game, assign one colored dice for the “Hire staff” action and one 
for the “Build stalls” action.  

¾ At the beginning of the game, cross out one box for every mechanic. Now every 
mechanic can only attend 3 of your rides. 

¾ You can not build a stall next to another stall. 
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